As Swiss psychologist Jean Piaget said, “Knowledge is a consequence of experience.”

The growing use of project-based learning (PBL) in education today necessitates tools and solutions that allow students to take full advantage of this dynamic learning modality.

Logitech provides just this, enabling students to think and work creatively whether in groups or independently.

**THE POWER OF VISUALS**

Students need to present project work in ways that vividly illustrate concepts and the thinking behind them.

They also need not be tied to a desk when creating project content. For this, clear image capture when still or moving is a must.

A high-definition streaming camera lets students capture crisp and creative video to showcase their learning.

**THE POWER OF SOUND**

Sound commands attention and draws people in. Mics built into webcams are made for convenience, not quality. Voices can sound too bassy or soft, especially in competition with background sounds.

An external microphone hones in on the voice or sound that is the focal point to project clearly in any setting.

**THE SOLUTION SET**

The Logitech StreamCam and Snowball USB microphone allows students to fully showcase their learning by creating dynamic content for sharing with teachers and classmates.

And, they’re so easy to use that students don’t need to take a class to learn how to use them!
MEET STREAMCAM

Designed for high-definition content creation, this premium webcam delivers stunning video with smooth motion for professional-quality output.

Auto framing mode dynamically moves the lens to keep the teacher or desired subject matter in view while smart auto focus ensures subjects remain in focus, even when moving.

Intelligent exposure adjusts to provide natural, accurate skin tones even in varying or suboptimal lighting.

KEY FEATURES
- Crisp, detailed images
- Auto light correction, focus & framing
- Smooth, natural onscreen movements
- Auto framing
- Full HD glass lens

SPECIFICATIONS
- 1080p HD resolution
- 60 frames per second
- 78° field of view
- USB 3.1 Gen 1 Type-C
- Windows 10 or later, macOS 10.14 or later, 7th Gen Intel® Core™ i5 or later
- 1-year limited warranty

MEET SNOWBALL

Snowball makes studio-quality audio as easy as A-B-C. The intuitive plug-and-play operation means teachers simply connect it to their computers via the USB port and go.

The unique dual capsule design ensures rich, detailed sound from in front of the mic or any location around the mic.

And, mic sensitivity can be reduced so even the loudest speech, vocals, or instruments come through crystal clear and distortion free.

KEY FEATURES
- Cardioid, omnidirectional, and cardioid with pad pickup patterns
- Two-condenser capsule design
- Plug-and-play

SPECIFICATIONS
- 16 bit/48kHz rate
- Position 1-3: 40-18kHz frequency response
- Windows 10 or later, macOS 10.13 or later
- USB 1.1/2.0/3.0
- 1-year limited warranty

The right tools matter

From sports to work to school, making sure you have the right tools to do the job makes all the difference.

When tasking students with creating dynamic presentations, equip them with the solutions that make it possible.

For more information, contact
Logitech Education Sales:
Education@Logitech.com
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